Collaboration is the heart of the research process. Sharing and debating the latest scientific ideas is what will propel research into the future and accelerate breakthroughs. That’s why our products are purpose-built to make collaboration flexible and easy.

**Peer Review Workflows**

Peer review is a collaborative effort to ensure quality and preserve research integrity.

- **Configure Peer Review Process**
  Customize the scoring system you want, and invite your community of reviewers.

- **Manage Reviewers**
  Sort reviewers and manage their workloads centrally in our dashboards.

- **Integrate ORCID Ids**
  Make sure early-stage research builds your community’s reputation by connecting them to existing ORCID Ids.

- **Call for Content**
  Find your community with calls for content for multimedia formats – posters, presentations, abstracts, and proceedings.

*Learn more here*
Conferences are some of the most powerful opportunities for collaboration in the industry.

**Virtual Networking Sessions**
Bring together up to fifty people to connect and network during your virtual or hybrid conference.

**1 to 1 Chat**
For those who prefer to connect individually, our chat feature means individual delegates can network one on one with each other, or with sponsors.

**Bring Audience to Stage**
Recreate the live Q&A by inviting virtual delegates to the stage to engage directly with speakers.

**Find People Feature**
Event profiles allow every attendee to share their work, their publications, and find others with similar interests.

We focus on extending conference collaborations and building continuous communities.

**People Profiles**
Connect the research to the researcher, from multiple events even across multiple societies to grow a network.

**In-document Chat**
Keep discussion going strong with chat opportunities attached to each piece of research, allowing readers to connect to authors.

**Nominate for Proceedings**
Identify the authors whose work stands out from the crowd, and bring them directly into conference proceedings.

Learn more here